A spin-orbital superexchange Hamiltonian in a Mott insulator with t 2g orbital degeneracy is investigated. More specifically, we focus on a spin ferromagnetic state of the model and study a collective behavior of orbital angular momentum. Orbital order in the model occurs in a nontrivial way-it is stabilized exclusively by quantum effects through the order-from-disorder mechanism. Several energetically equivalent orbital orderings are identified. Some of them are specified by a quadrupole ordering and have no unquenched angular momentum at low energy. Other states correspond to a noncollinear ordering of the orbital angular momentum and show the magnetic Bragg peaks at specific positions. Order parameters are unusually small because of strong quantum fluctuations. Orbital contribution to the resonant x-ray scattering is discussed. The dynamical magnetic structure factor in different ordered states is calculated. Predictions made should help to observe elementary excitations of orbitals and also to identify the type of the orbital order in ferromagnetic titanates. Including further a relativistic spin-orbital coupling, we derive an effective low-energy spin Hamiltonian and calculate a spin-wave spectrum, which is in good agreement with recent experimental observations in YTiO 3 .
I. INTRODUCTION
Many transition-metal oxides fall into the category of Mott insulators, 1 in which the large degeneracy of atomic states remain unquenched down to low energies. Of particular importance here is the role being played by orbital degeneracy inherent to perovskite lattices. An additional degeneracy of low-energy states and the extreme sensitivity of the chemical bonds to the spatial orientation of orbitals lead to frustrating interactions and a variety of competing phases that are tunable by moderate external fields. 2 As ''orbital physics'' has started to become an essential ingredient of the physics of transition-metal oxides, more efforts are necessary to develop quantum many-body theory of coupled spin-orbital systems in order to understand specific features of the orderings and fluctuations in these models. Earlier work has emphasized a ''classical part'' of the problem, focusing mainly on the strong interplay between classical spin and orbital configurations. It is implicitly assumed that at low temperature orbitals are frozen in a certain static pattern that optimizes both superexchange ͑SE͒ and orbital-lattice ͑JT͒ couplings. Such a classical approach has been used with a great success as a theoretical guide in studies of magnetism of transition-metal oxides.
Recent experimental developments indicate, however, the limitations of this standard picture. It has been argued that quantum fluctuations of orbitals might sometimes be of crucial importance, hence quantum version of the orbital physics is needed. New concepts, such as three-dimensional orbital liquid in LaTiO 3 ͑Refs. 3 and 4͒ and one-dimensional orbital chains showing Heisenberg-like orbital dynamics in cubic vanadates ͑Ref. 5͒, have been proposed. It is not accidental that these ideas emerge from a study of titanates and vanadates having t 2g 1 and t 2g 2 electronic configurations, respectively. This is because of ͑i͒ large, threefold degeneracy, and ͑ii͒ a special rotational symmetry of t 2g orbitals. Another crucial point is that ͑iii͒ the JT coupling is relatively weak for t 2g systems. Indeed, JT-like elongation of octahedra on titanates and vanadates is much smaller compared with typical JT distortions in manganites with e g orbitals. One may therefore think that t 2g orbital states are much less affected by electron-lattice coupling, and an intrinsic dynamics of coupled spin-orbital system governed by electronic superexchange interaction becomes the decisive factor in a first place. Effects of lattice distortions ͑which are always present͒ can then be accounted for in a next step. This point has actually been emphasized long ago by Kugel and Khomskii 6 indicating also very peculiar specific features of t 2g spin-orbital models. 7 The aim of this paper is twofold. First, we study the orbital state and orbital quantum dynamics in the ferromagnetic state of superexchange model with t 2g orbital degeneracy in a cubic lattice. Second, we discuss the results in context of the magnetic properties of YTiO 3 , a rare example of a ferromagnetic Mott insulator. 8, 9 Recent spin-wave data show that the ferromagnetic ͑F͒ state of this material is highly isotropic having the same exchange couplings in all cubic directions. 10 This is in sharp contrast with expectations from the conventional orbital ordering picture resulting commonly in a strong spatial anisotropy of the spin-exchange bonds. 11, 12 This observation already indicates a rather unusual orbital state in YTiO 3 . We would like also to understand a mechanism which stabilizes such a isotropic F state in YTiO 3 , having in mind that its sister compound LaTiO 3 shows a completely different, antiferromagnetic ͑AF͒ state. Curiously enough, spin-exchange couplings in LaTiO 3 are also of cubic symmetry and spin gap is also small, 3 and these observations were understood in terms of fluctuating orbitals.
ally very close in energy and strongly compete. This is because in both states there are large-scale orbital fluctuations gaining almost the same amount of the superexchange energy. Yet the AF state is slightly lower because of an additional, composite spin-orbital fluctuation. However, an external parameter, namely, a larger distortion of Ti-O-Ti bonds due to a small size of Y ion in the case of YTiO 3 induces an additional ferromagnetic coupling in all three directions, and stabilizes the spin F state. This distortion induces also a gap for orbital excitations. The orbital order pattern is very specific, and it supports exactly the same ferrocouplings in all three directions. We derive an effective spin Hamiltonian which includes effects of the relativistic spin-orbital coupling as well, and show that this Hamiltonian leads to spin-wave dispersion and spin gap consistent with experimental observations. Some of these results were presented in Ref. 14. The following part of this paper is structured as follows: Section II presents superexchange Hamiltonian in t 2g 1 Mott insulator; Sec. III presents orbital ordering and fluctuations in the F state; Sec. IV presents stabilization of the F state by Ti-O-Ti bond distortion; Sec. V presents orbital gap induced by Ti-O-Ti bond distortion; effective spin Hamiltonian and magnons are given in Sec. VI; Sec. VII lists predictions for resonant x-ray scattering; Sec. VIII gives orbital angular momentum contribution to the neutron scattering cross section; and Sec. IX contains summary and discussion. The Appendixes A-C contain some lengthy equations; Appendix D shows magnon softening by orbital fluctuations; Appendix E shows spin interactions in a previously reported orbital state for YTiO 3 .
II. HAMILTONIAN

A. Superexchange interaction in t 2g orbital system
We start with a discussion of the model Hamiltonian. In Mott insulators, the competition between kinetic and potential energies is resolved in favor of strong correlations that lead to a localized electron picture. Charge localization is however not perfect: electrons still make virtual excursions to neighboring sites in order to retain their kinetic energy at least partially. In terminology of Mott-Hubbard insulators, 1 the zero-point charge motion is described as a high-energy virtual transition across the Mott gap. Kinetic energy associated with these transitions leads to superexchange interactions, which in orbitally degenerate systems strongly depends on the orbital structure. In general, it can be written as
where the orbital operators Ĵ i j (␥) and K i j (␥) depend on bond directions ␥(ϭa,b,c). In a t 2g system like the titanates they are given by the following expressions: where J SE ϭ4t 2 /U. The coefficients r 1 ϭ1/(1Ϫ3), r 2 ϭ1/(1Ϫ), and r 3 ϭ1/(1ϩ2) originate from the Hund's splitting of the excited t 2g 2 multiplet via ϭJ H /U. Reference 15 gives J H ϳ0.64 eV and the multiplet averaged Coulomb interaction (ϭUϪ 20 9 J H ) ϳ4 eV, from which representative values Uϳ5.4 eV and ϳ0.12 follow.
The operators A i j (␥) , B i j (␥) , and n i (␥) can conveniently be represented in terms of constrained particles ͑orbitons͒ a i , b i , c i with n ia ϩn ib ϩn ic ϭ1 corresponding to t 2g levels of yz, xz, xy symmetry, respectively. ͑This notation is motivated by the fact that each t 2g orbital is orthogonal to one of the cubic axes a, b, c.͒ Namely,
for the pair along the c axis. Similar expressions are obtained for the exchange bonds along the axes a and b, by replacing orbitons (a,b) in Eqs. ͑4͒-͑6͒ by (b,c) and (c,a) pairs, respectively. 16 Another useful representation of orbital exchange operators is via the angular momentum operators of t 2g level, 7 using the following relations:
In terms of these angular momentum operators, A i j (␥) , B i j (␥) , and n i (␥) are represented as
Expressions of these operators for a and b bonds are given by replacing two component of the angular momentum (l x ,l y ) in Eqs. ͑8͒-͑10͒ with (l y ,l z ) and (l z ,l x ), respectively. Angular and quadrupole momentum representation of the t 2g superexchange has recently been used also in Ref. 17 . In addition to Eqs. ͑4͒-͑5͒ and ͑8͒-͑9͒, it is also useful to represent A i j (␥) and B i j (␥) in terms of auxiliary orbital pseudospins:
, ͑11͒
.
͑12͒
Here ជ i (␥) is a pseudospin one-half operating on the subspace of orbital doublet (␣,␤) (␥) active on a given ␥ bond.
Namely, pseudospin ជ i (c) operates on the subspace spanned by (a,b) pair of orbitons, while ជ i (a) and ជ i (b) act on (b,c) and (c,a) doublets, respectively. A symbol denotes a product
B. Ferromagnetic state
The ferromagnetic state of a Mott insulator is usually thought due to a particular orbital ordering that optimizes the intraatomic Hund's exchange of electrons in doubly occupied virtual states. This is not the whole story, however. Neglect for a moment the Hund's coupling terms in Eqs. ͑2͒ and ͑3͒ ͑consider →0 limit͒. The Hamiltonian obtains then the following structure:
. ͑13͒ ͑The unessential energy shift, ϪJ SE , is not shown here͒. Regarding a single bond, one notices that spin coupling may be of either sign, depending on the intersite orbital correlations. Singlet correlations of orbital pseudospins tend to align spins ferromagnetically, hence cooperating with Hund's rule effects. In systems with large, classical spins ͑e.g.vanadates͒, such a quantum orbital singlet controls the ground state. 5, 18 In quantum spin one-half case of titanates, however, ͑spin triplet͒ϫ͑orbital singlet͒ and ͑spin singlet͒ϫ͑orbital triplet͒ configurations are degenerate and compete. In a lattice, quantum resonances between these configurations are possible. 4 In general, t 2g superexchange Hamiltonian ͑1͒ represents a highly frustrated many-body problem. We will return to the interplay between antiferromagnetic and ferromagnetic states later on, while focusing now on the ferromagnetic state realized in YTiO 3 .
In the spin saturated state, Eqs. ͑1͒-͑3͒ are simplified to
where A i j (␥) is given by either of Eqs. ͑4͒, ͑8͒, and ͑11͒. We consider the orbital order and dynamics in this Hamiltonian. The effects of the dynamical coupling between spin excitations and orbitals that is present in Eq. ͑1͒ will also be discussed in the context of magnon spectra.
III. ORBITAL ORDERING AND EXCITATIONS
A. Discussion of possible orderings
Even though spin as well as composite spin/orbital dynamics is ''switched off'' in Hamiltonian ͑14͒, it still contains nontrivial physics.
It is useful to look at the structure of H orb from different points of view ͑i͒ On a given bond, the operator A i j (␥) acts within a particular doublet of equivalent orbitals. Spinlike physics, that is, the formation of orbital singlets is therefore possible.
͑ii͒ On the other hand, interactions on different bonds are competing: they involve different doublets, thus frustrating each other. This brings about a Potts-model-like frustration, from which the high degeneracy of classical orbital configurations follows.
͑iii͒ Finally, we observe in A i j (␥) a pseudospin lϭ1 interaction of pure biquadratic form ͓see Eq. ͑8͔͒. Would l ជ be a classical vector, it could change its sign at any site independently. Such a local ͑so-called Z 2 ) symmetry and the associated degeneracy of the classical states tell us that angular momentum ordering, if any, must be of pure quantum origin.
The above points ͑i͒-͑iii͒ govern the underlying physics of the orbital Hamiltonian. We need to find such classical states that provide best zero point energy when we switch on the quantum fluctuations. In other words, certain classical orbital patterns will be selected and stabilized by quantum effects via the order-from-disorder mechanism. 19 Normally, these orderings are expected to be along symmetric orientations of the crystal depending on symmetry of the underlying interactions.
By inspection of the global structure of A i j (␥) ͓Eq. ͑8͔͒, one observes that the noncross terms, such as (1Ϫl x 2 ) i (1Ϫl x 2 ) j , are definitely positive. However, the cross terms, (l x l y ) i (l y l x ) j and (l y l x ) i (l x l y ) j ͓which change the ''color'' of orbitals, see Eq. ͑4͔͒, can be made negative on all the bonds simultaneously, if ͑i͒ on every bond, two particular components of l ជ i and l ជ j are antiparallel, and ͑ii͒ remaining third components are parallel. For c bonds the rule reads as: l iz l jz and l ix l jx are both negative, while l y components are parallel. ͑In terms of orbitons: c i and c j are in antiphase, a i and a j as well; but b i and b j have the same phase.͒ We find only two topologically different arrangements ͓called ͑a͒ and ͑b͔͒, which can accommodate this curious mixture of ''2/3 antiferro'' plus ''1/3 ferro'' correlations ͑see Figs. 1 and 2͒. In the state ͑a͒, sublattice unit vectors are along the cubic diagonals ͓111͔, while in state ͑b͒, sublattice unit vectors are ͓110͔ and ͓002͔.
For technical reasons, it is useful to introduce new quantization axes. This is done in two steps. First, we introduce local, sublattice specified quantization axes ͑see 4:͑x,y,z ͒→͑ x,Ϫy,Ϫz ͒.
͑15͒
After corresponding sign transformations of l i␣ and orbitons, one obtains
From now on, a sublattice structure will not enter in the excitation spectrum. From the above observations it is also clear that all the components of l ជ are equally needed to optimize all the three directions. We anticipate therefore that the cubic diagonals are ''easy'' ͑or ''hard''͒ axes for l ជ fluctuations/orderings ͑recall that the Hamiltonian has no rotational symmetry for l ជ vector͒. Therefore, it is convenient to further rotate the quantization axis so that new z axis ͑de-noted as z) corresponds to ͓111͔ direction. This is done as follows:
where l ជ i ϭ( l ix , l iy , l iz ) and R is given by
with cϭ1/2 and sϭͱ3/2. Here, new x and ỹ axes are taken to be symmetric with respect to the ͓110͔ direction. Annihilation operators for constrained particles obey the same transformation:
͑20͒
Explicit expressions for the wave functions ␣ are obtained by reversing Eq. ͑20͒ as follows: In Fig. 3 , we show schematic pictures of these orbitals. By construction, c is symmetric with respect to the rotation around ͓111͔ direction, having simply 3z 2 Ϫr 2 symmetry, while ã and b are symmetric with respect to ͓110͔ axis. At the end, the orbital Hamiltonian in a rotated basis obtains the following form ͑symbol ''tilde'' denoting rotated axes is implied for angular and quadrupole operators below, and constant energy shift is dropped out͒:
where xz, and yz, respectively. These operators are expressed in terms of angular momentum and orbiton operators as follows:
␥ dependence of quadrupole moment operators is obtained by changing l x,y in Eq. ͑24͒ to
Explicit expressions for Q ␣ (␥) and T ␣ (␥) are given in Appendix A. It should be noted that, among eight operators, namely, five quadrupole moment and three angular momentum operators, only four operators are independent of each other because of the local constraint among orbiton operators.
Although it looks a bit complicated, the rotated Hamiltonian obtains a well-structured form. The first and second terms of Eq. ͑23͒ represent ''Ising''-like interaction for quadrupole moments and angular momenta. This part of the Hamiltonian stabilizes the ordering ͑condensation͒ of an appropriate orbiton. On the other hand, the other terms represent fluctuations of Q x , T x , T y , T z and transverse components of angular momenta l x and l y . These terms generate dispersion of the orbital excitations.
Ordered states, promoted by the ''Ising'' part of interactions, can be characterized by the quadrupole moment Q ϭ͗Q z ͘ (Q order may couple to a lattice distortion of D 3d symmetry͒, and the angular magnetic moment m l ϭ͗ l z ͘. We notice that the magnetic, l iz l jz term in the first line of Eq. ͑23͒ is generated by quantum commutation rules when we rotate H orb ; this makes explicit that the Z 2 symmetry is only a classical one and emphasizes the quantum origin of orbital magnetism.
As it follows from the definition of Q z , quadrupole ordering with finite Q but zero l z corresponds to a condensation of the c orbiton. We call this solution state I. Classically, Qϭ1 in this state. On the other hand, condensation of the complex orbital (ã Ϫib )/ͱ2 generates a finite magnetic moment (m l ϭ1 classically͒, the state called II. The orbital patterns in a classical states I and II are shown in Fig. 4 . We now focus on fluctuations of orbitals, and show that the excitation spectra are in fact identical in these states. Moreover, we will obtain that the states I and II can smoothly be connected by a continuous phase rotation of the condensate wave function. Noticing that an arbitrary cubic diagonal could be taken as z and having in mind also two structures in Fig. 1 , one obtains a multitude of degenerate states. This makes, in fact, all the orderings very fragile.
B. Orbital quadrupole order
This state is driven by a condensation of c orbital, that is, ordering of the orbital c in Eq.͑21͒. To obtain a linear orbital wave Hamiltonian, we resolve a constraint as c ϭc † ϭͱ1Ϫn ã Ϫn b , and expand Eq. ͑23͒ up to second order in ã and b . The result is ͑in units of r 1 J SE ) A constant E 0 in Eq. ͑29͒ represents the energy gain due to the quantum fluctuations. It is given by
We may compare this result with ground-state energy of the orbital disordered AF state: E 0 ϭϪ0. 33 Fig. 6͑b͒ , we present the electron distribution given by Eq. ͑32͒. For comparison, we show in Fig. 6͑a͒ the electron distribution where ã , b , and c are equally occupied. At finite Q, the electron density 1 (r ជ ) is slightly elongated along ͓111͔ direction. Thus, we expect the quadrupole ordered state to be further stabilized by the electron lattice coupling, although this coupling is expected to be weak for t 2g orbitals. The anomalous reduction of the order parameter is due to the highly frustrated nature of the interactions in Eq. ͑14͒. A special, non-spin-like feature of all orbital models is that orbitals are bond selective, resulting in a pathological degeneracy of classical states. This leads to soft modes ͓observe that 1,2k ជ is just flat along (0,0,) and equivalent directions͔. These soft modes have their origin in special symmetry properties of the t 2g orbital model ͑14͒, which result in conservation laws with important consequences. Namely, the total number of orbitals of each ''color'' (a,b,c) are conserved during superexchange process, as can easily be seen from Eq. ͑4͒. Moreover, as t 2g orbitals can hop only along two directions ͓say, xy-orbital motion is restricted to (ab) planes͔, the orbital number is conserved on each plane separately. Formally, these conservation rules are reflected by a possibility of uniform phase transformation of orbiton operators, e.g. a→a exp(i a ), etc., which leaves the orbital Hamiltonian invariant. These continuous symmetries are spontaneously broken in above ordered states. The breaking of continuous symmetry is usually followed by the generation of gapless Goldstone modes. This is precisely what happens in the t 2g orbitally degenerate model. In fact, soft modes obtained above have two-dimensional ͑2D͒ feature ͑stem-ming from 2D geometry of the t 2g orbital hoppings͒. As a result, long-range orbital order is possible only at zero temperature, just like in 2D Heisenberg models. Formally, this is manifested as a divergence ͑as ln 1/T) of the number of thermally excited orbitons, ͗n ã ϩn b ͘, if one attempts to calculate this quantity at finite temperature, including the Bose population factor in the Eq. ͑31͒. Soft modes will be discussed in more detail later on.
C. Orbital magnetic order
In order to describe the magnetic ordering ͑denoted above by state II͒, let us introduce orbital states
In these states, angular momentum has eigenvalues l z ϭϮ1 ͑on local axes͒, respectively. A condensation of ā leads therefore to the magnetic ordering ͑with l z ϭ1 classically͒, and it is associated with ordering of the complex orbital:
Ϫi(/3) Ϫd xy ͖.
͑34͒
On global axes, this order is noncollinear, as shown in Fig.  4͑b͒ . We consider fluctuations of this state. Using the relation ā ϭā † ϭͱ1Ϫn b Ϫn c and expanding interactions in Eq. ͑23͒
up to second order in b and c , we obtain the following linearized Hamiltonian:
Here, the operators l, Q, and T are linear functions of b and c :
We introduce now new operators ␣,␤:
with ϭ/4. 
͑38͒
Electron-density distribution in the state II, given by Eq. ͑32͒ with above value of Q, is shown in Fig. 6͑c͒ . Electron cloud in the magnetic state is almost of cubic symmetry, being just slightly contracted along ͓111͔ direction ͑opposite to that in the state I͒. Thus the energy gain from the orbital lattice coupling is smaller in this state. In principle, orbital magnetic order could be supported by a relativistic spin-orbital coupling; however, in the noncollinear state driven by the superexchange interaction, uniform component of the orbital moment is zero ͓see Fig. 4͑b͔͒ , hence the coupling to the spin ferromagnetism vanishes in linear order. The spin-orbital energy gain in a second order is possible though, via the canting of spins towards orbital magnetic pattern.
D. Soft modes: Density-phase formulation
Having obtained an identical excitation spectrum for states with apparently different ground-state condensates, we would like to unify these states. It is convenient to use a different approach, that is, the density-phase formulation by Popov ͑Ref. 20͒, nowadays called ''radial gauge.'' This formalism is particularly useful also to clarify the physical origin of the soft modes obtained above. In the radial gauge, density and phase degrees of freedom of the constrained particles are emphasized. We work in a basis obtained by first transformation, Eq. ͑15͒, and represent the orbiton operators entering in Eq. ͑16͒ as follows:
Further, the density and phase degrees of freedom are parametrized as
respectively. Here, 0 (ϭ1/3) is an average electron density on each orbital. The phase ⍀ i , common to all the three orbitons, can as usually be absorbed by the constraint field, while the local constraint itself is explicitly resolved by parametrization ͑40͒. The physically active degrees of freedom are therefore r and fields for the amplitude fluctuations, and and for the phase fluctuations. We recall that the coefficients cϭ1/2,sϭͱ3/2.
To start with, let use neglect for a moment the amplitude fluctuations, and focus on the phase dependence of the classical condensate wave function. In terms of phases in Eq. ͑41͒, it is written as follows ͑up to unessential overall phase factor͒:
͑,͒ϭͱ 0 ͕d yz e i(3cϩs) ϩd xz e i(3cϪs) ϩd xy ͖.
͑42͒
Here, we suppressed site dependence of the phases ,, discarding for a while slow space variations of the condensate. Now, it is noticed that the quadrupole and magnetic orderings ͓see Eqs. ͑21͒ and ͑34͔͒ do follow from Eq. ͑42͒ when ϭϭ0, and ϭ/3c, ϭ/3s, respectively. Next observation is the orbital ''color'' conservation rule in the ferromagnetic state. In the radial gauge, it is evident from Eq. ͑16͒, that the interactions do depend on the difference of the orbiton phases only, that is on ia Ϫ ja , etc., so we can uniformly rotate the condensate function ͑42͒ by arbitrary phases , with no energy cost. By such rotations, we can in fact mix quadrupole ͑state I͒ and magnetic ͑state II͒ orderings. Slow phase rotation of the condensate is precisely the origin of the soft modes obtained above. Because of the two dimensionality of t 2g orbitals, the phases can spontaneously be fixed at zero temperature only. Of course, orbital-lattice and/or spin-orbital couplings may fix the phases, thus selecting a particular state even at finite T.
We now turn to the excitations of the model in densityphase formulation. A i j (␥) in Eq. ͑16͒ is expressed as
where i (c) ϭ ia Ϫ ib . A i j (␥) for ␥ϭa and b bonds are given by replacing (a,b) in Eq. ͑43͒ with (b,c) and (c,a), respectively. In terms of the relevant phase degrees of freedom and , we obtain
The density operators i␣ are functionals of the r i and i fields. We may expand now the operator A i j (␥) in terms of the amplitude and phase variables r,,,. Keeping quadratic only terms in the expansion, one arrives at the following linearized Lagrangian for the phase-amplitude fluctuations
where is the Matsubara frequency. The first term in this equation originates from the time derivative, kinematic part of the Lagrangian Ϫ ͚ i,␣ ␣ i † ‫␣)ץ/ץ(‬ i , and produces dynamical coupling between the density and phase variables. H represents the phase fluctuations, and it is obtained from the expansion of the second term in Eq. ͑43͒:
The fluctuations of the condensate density about 0 are controlled by the Hamiltonian H r , which in a linear approximation reads as
Here, ␦ i (␥) is the difference between the electron densities on orbitals that are active on a given direction:
Using parametrization ͑40͒, they are expressed via r and fields as follows:
for ␥ϭc.
͑48͒
In a momentum space, H and H r are represented as follows:
where a ϭ1Ϫ(␥ 1 ϩ␥ 3 ), a ϭ1Ϫ(␥ 1 Ϫ␥ 3 ), a ϭ1ϩ(␥ 1 ϩ␥ 3 ), and a r ϭ1ϩ(␥ 1 Ϫ␥ 3 ). Equations ͑45͒ and ͑49͒, ͑50͒ determine the orbital dynamics in a harmonic approximation, which is equivalent to the previous linear orbital wave approach. Indeed, the obtained quadratic form in Eq. ͑45͒ can easily be diagonalized giving exactly the same excitation spectrum, that is, ͱ1Ϫ(␥ 1 Ϯ) 2 found in the preceding section. In addition, the origin of zero-energy excitations can clearly be identified now. In a classical limit ͓neglect dynamical term in Eq. ͑45͔͒, the quadratic forms H ͑49͒ and H r ͑50͒ can be diagonalized separately resulting in normal modes with energies Ϯ (k ជ )ϭ(1Ϫ␥ 1 Ϯ) in phase sector, and Fig. 5͒ . Therefore, zeroenergy excitations on these lines do correspond to uniform phase rotations of orbitons on different planes as discussed before. On the other hand, the normal modes Ϯ (k ជ ) that are associated with the density of orbital occupancies possess zero lines at (k x ,,),(,k y ,),(,,k z ). This reflects softness of the staggered fluctuations of orbitals ͓notice also that a uniform component, that is, ␦ u
, only enters in Eq. ͑47͔͒. However, such soft modes in the amplitude sector are not protected by physical conservation rules; therefore, they are expected to acquire a finite mass due to interaction effects that go beyond linear orbital wave approximation. To see this, one should consider unharmonic terms in the expansion of Eq. ͑43͒. Most relevant term in that expansion is the interaction between the staggered fluctua-
When such a term is kept, Eq. ͑47͒ is replaced by
The Hartree decoupling is applied here to the interaction term, with s,u ϭ(1/4 0 )
are finite due to the presence of quantum fluctuations in the ground state that are particularly enhanced in a staggered channel. In a momentum space, the above equation reads as
where ã ϭ1ϩ(␥ 1 ϩ␥ 3 ) and ã r ϭ1ϩ(␥ 1 Ϫ␥ 3 ). ␥ n (n ϭ1,2,3) are defined as ␥ n ϭ(1Ϫ2)␥ n with ϭ u /Z , and Z ϭ(1ϩ u ϩ s ) is an overall rescaling factor.
Using now H r given by Eq. ͑52͒ in L orb ͓Eq. ͑45͔͒, one obtains finally the following two eigenfrequencies:
in units of ͱZ r 1 J SE . It should be noted that Ϯ recover the orbiton energy 1,2 when ϭ0. Using bare orbiton dispersions, the Hartree decoupling parameters s,u are calculated as follows:
Numerical calculation gives s ϭ1.72 and u ϭ0.59, reflecting that staggered fluctuations of densities are stronger. Thus we obtain ͱZ ϭ1.82 and Ӎ0.18. Dispersion relations of the orbital excitations, Eq. ͑53͒, calculated using these parameters are presented in Fig. 7 ͑in units of ͱZ r 1 J SE ).
Staggered density fluctuations are gapped, and we are left now with true Goldstone phase modes protected by the symmetry of interactions.
IV. WHY YTiO 3 HAS A FERROMAGNETIC GROUND STATE
So far, we discussed t 2g orbital physics on an ideal cubic lattice assuming a spin saturated ferromagnetic state. In the remainder of the paper, we apply the theory to the ferromagnetic state of Mott insulator YTiO 3 . This requires some modifications of the theory implementing a specific features of this material. On empirical grounds, it is well documented that Ti-O-Ti bond angle is an important parameter controlling magnetic propertie of titanates RTiO 3 . 8 The bond angle gradually decreases from ϳ157 deg in LaTiO 3 to ϳ142 deg in YTiO 3 , due to lanthanum contraction effect that results in deviations of the lattice from an ideal perovskite structure. It is quite remarkable that such a small variation of the bond angle, driven by R-ionic size effect, affects the magnetic state dramatically: It changes from isotropic AF as observed in LaTiO 3 to the isotropic ferromagnetic state in a Y-based compound, indicating strong competition between AF and F interactions in titanates.
Ti-O-Ti bond distortion is important because it induces an unfrustrated ferromagnetic interaction, changing thereby a delicate balance between AF and couplings that dynamically coexist and compete in ideal t 2g superexchange models like in Eq. ͑13͒. It was found in Sec. III B that the ferromagnetic state is slightly higher in energy that G-type AF one; the situation is however reversed when the bond angle is reduced below some critical value, as we argue below.
The bond distortion brings about the following two effects.
͑i͒ Reduction of transfer intensity between nearestneighbor ͑NN͒ t 2g orbitals as tϭ⌬ dp Ϫ1 t dp 2 cos ϭt 0 cos .
8
Here, t dp (t dp ) is the transfer between Ti 3d and O 2p orbitals on the () bond, and ⌬ dp is the level difference between Ti 3d and O 2p states. Superexchange energy scale is then reduced as J SE ϭJ SE (0) cos 2 with J SE (0) ϭ4t 0 2 /U. ͑ii͒ Generation of transfer intensity between NN t 2g and e g orbitals, tЈϭ⌬ dp Ϫ1 t dp t dp sin . t dp t dp
͑60͒
With the realistic parameters ͑typically, ⌬ cr is about 2 eV͒ U/⌬ cr ϭ2.5 and t dp /t dp ϭ2, the transition from AF orbital-liquid phase to ferromagnetic orbital-ordered one occurs at the critical angle c (0) ϭ136 deg in the SE model. This angle is slightly smaller than that observed in YTiO 3 ( ϳ142 deg). Further, orbital-ordered state should be favored over the AF orbital-liquid state by orbital-lattice coupling.
We simulate this by adding JT energy gain ␦E JT (Ͻ0) to the energy of the ferromagnetic orbital-ordered state. As shown in Fig. 8͑b͒, this increases c . A value of ␦E JT , which is required to obtain a realistic value c ϭ146 deg for titanates is small (Ϫ0.04J SE (0) ), so it might be hard to observe the associated D 3d -type distortion.
V. ORBITAL GAP IN YTiO 3
Effect of TiO 6 tilting. In addition to the finite transfer between NN t 2g -e g orbitals, octahedron tilting changes also the symmetry of NN t 2g -t 2g hopping matrix, making possible finite electron transfer between the NN orbitals with different symmetry. 17 We show now that such a hopping leads to an important modification of the orbital excitation spectrum, removing gapless Goldstone modes. Taking into account nondiagonal hoppings between orbitals active on a given direction
up to second order in small ratio tЉ/t, we obtain the following correction to the interaction between NN orbitals in a spin-ferromagnetic state:
Here B i j (␥) is given by either of Eqs. ͑5͒,͑9͒, and ͑12͒. A crucial point is that this operator violates the orbital ''color'' conservation rule even in the fully spin polarized state. Therefore, uniform phase rotations ͑separately on each orbital flavor͒ are not longer possible, hence the relative phases will be fixed and orbital gap will be generated.
Let us apply a radial gauge description, and focus on phase fluctuations, as the amplitude fluctuations have a large gap anyhow. In a local coordinates ͓defined by Eq. ͑15͔͒, we find
Here, we expanded the function cos( i
), which enters in B i j (␥) , about ,ϭ0 ͑this corresponds to the quadrupole ordered state, which is in fact favored by B i j (␥) term͒. Effect of trigonal TiO 6 distortion. Our orbital state would be supported also by a trigonal (D 3d ) distortion of TiO 6 . When this distortion is treated as a static one, an orbital feels the following potential: H JT ϭϪ2͉E JT ͉Q iz , where E JT Ͻ0 represents the total JT energy gain. In a radial gauge, we obtain the following phase Hamiltonian:
Summing up all contributions, H ͓Eq. ͑46͔͒, H Љ , and H JT , one obtains the following phase Hamiltonian:
where Z f ϭ͓1ϩ(tЉ/t) 2 ϩ3͉E JT ͉͔ is an overall factor. Here
Using now Eqs. ͑65͒ and ͑52͒ for H and H r , respectively, we obtain from L orb ͓Eq. ͑45͔͒ the following excitation spectrum:
This is given in units of W orb , which is defined as follows: 
VI. EFFECTIVE SPIN HAMILTONIAN
The spin wave spectrum in YTiO 3 shows the ''cubic symmetry'' of the Heisenberg spin couplings: J a ӍJ b ӍJ c . 10 The magnon gap was found to be very small, almost two orders of value smaller that the magnon bandwidth (ϳ20 meV). It has been noticed that such an apparent simplicity of spin excitations, showing high isotropy in both real and spin spaces, is remarkable and puts strong constraints on possible orbital orderings. Spin wave excitations are examined in this section. Being a test case for the above theory for orbitals in YTiO 3 , a comparison with experiment gives also an opportunity to estimate SE energy scale J SE in the problem. To derive an effective Hamiltonian describing magnon excitations, we assume that orbital-spin separation occurs at low energies. This is justified when the orbital gap induced by Ti-O-Ti bond distortions ͑see Sec. V͒ is larger than magnon energy. Dynamical coupling between the spin and orbital degrees of freedom via fluctuations of superexchange bonds and also via on-site spin-orbital interaction H so is then considered as a high-energy process, leading to an effective spin Hamiltonian. The parameters of such a Hamiltonian are obtained by integrating out high-energy orbital fluctuations.
A. Isotropic spin-exchange
We start with estimation of coupling constant J in the isotropic spin-exchange term, J(S ជ i •S ជ j ). As a first step, let us ) between spin-AF͑G͒/orbital-liquid and spin-F/ orbital-ordered states as a function of . The solid line is a result of purely electronic SE interactions. The broken line includes small JT energy gain ␦E JT in the orbitally ordered ferromagnetic state. Parameters are ϭ0.12, U/⌬ cr ϭ2.5, t dp /t dp ϭ2, and ␦E JT /J SE (0) ϭϪ0.04. ͑c͒ Schematic energy diagrams at Ͼ c ͑left͒ and at Ͻ c ͑right͒. The first term (ϳ) is driven by a conventional Hund's coupling, while the second one originates from orbital singlet correlations in the ground state. For ϭ0.12, these two ͑classical and quantum͒ contributions are of the same order and give together J 0 ӍϪ0.214(r 1 J SE ). However, the actual value of J measured experimentally from magnon spectra could in fact be strongly reduced from J 0 in Eq. ͑68͒ due to a fluctuation effects. Indeed, AF and F states are strongly competing in t 2g systems, and large-scale orbital fluctuations are expected to bring about AF spinexchange contribution. We, therefore, have to consider effects of the dynamical spin-orbital interaction:
† being a magnon creation operator. Neglecting small (r 1 Ϫr 2 )/2r 1 and (r 2 Ϫr 3 )/3r 1 terms in Eq. ͑2͒, exchange integral fluctuations are given by ␦Ĵ i j Ӎ␦A i j (␥) ͑in units of r 1 J SE ). As the coupling constant in Eq. ͑69͒ is not small, and because of spins and orbitals may form bound states 4 in an excited AF states, we will discuss here only a qualitative picture. We introduce a correlation function D i j (␥) () ϭ͗T ␦Ĵ i j (0)␦Ĵ i j ()͘ describing fluctuations of the spinexchange integral. We assume that its spectral function
is distributed over the characteristic energies larger than low-energy coherent magnons observed in the experiment ͑an adiabatic approximation which is valid as far as one is concerned with low-energy spin excitations͒. Within this approximation and neglecting vertex corrections we may evaluate the magnon scattering process on a given bond as described in Fig. 9 . The result implies a renormalization of the coupling constant in the low-energy spin Hamiltonian by ␦J e f f ϭ 
We expect that orbiton pair fluctuations are rather incoherent and local, and we parametrize their spectral function by a characteristic energy ⍀ pair , obtaining
thus ␦J e f f ϭ 4 9 1/⍀ pair . We notice that Eq. ͑71͒ means also that ͗(␦J i j ) 2 ͘ϭ 4 9 , which can be simply understood as follows: on a given exchange bond, e.g., along the c axis, one may have in general nine orbital configurations. From Eq. ͑11͒ one observes that these are the orbital singlet giving ferromagnetic spin-exchange JϭϪ1, orbital triplet states with Jϭϩ1, and five states with n i (␥) n j (␥) ϭ0 giving zero J. As orbital order is weak, and because of the formation of orbital singlets/triplets at given bond necessarily frustrates other neighboring bonds, all these configurations will be present giving ͗(␦J i j ) 2 ͘ϳ with experimental one J expt ϭϪ2.75 meV, 10 we obtain the overall energy scale r 1 J SE (0) Ӎ92 meV and J SE (0) ϭ4t 0 2 /U Ӎ59 meV. Bond distortion effect reduces the energy scale to r 1 J SE ϳ 78 meV and ϳ 57 meV in La and Y based titanates, respectively. Based on the above considerations, we consider J SE (0) ϳ60 meV and r 1 J SE ϳ60 meV as representative energy scales for YTiO 3 .
A main message of the above considerations is that the spin-exchange constant as seen by a coherent low-energy magnon excitations in YTiO 3 represents in fact only a small fraction of the real strength of dynamical spin couplings. Because the sign of t 2g -spin exchange is not unique, and because the orbital order is weak, large fluctuations of the spin couplings are present in titanates. 
B. Anisotropic SE interaction
Next, we consider effects of a relativistic spin-orbit coupling
This interaction introduces anisotropy in the effective spin Hamiltonian, which obtains ͑besides the rotationally invariant Heisenberg part͒ an additional, so-called antisymmetric Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya ͑DM͒ and symmetric anisotropy interactions. 22 The anisotropic interactions select orientation of the magnetization in the crystal, and lead also to magnon gap͑s͒. The structure of anisotropic terms is essentially determined by orbital state via expectation values and dynamics of the angular momentum operator in Eq. ͑74͒. Thus, we would like to obtain spin-orbit coupling induced corrections to the spin Hamiltonian, and discuss their consequences on magnon spectra, thereby testing the proposed orbital state.
As usual, anisotropic interactions are obtained by perturbation theory involving both isotropic H SE and H so . We mostly discuss the quadrupole ordered orbital state with condensed c orbitals ͑see Sec. III B͒. In derivation of the anisotropy Hamiltonian, we need to keep in the superexchange operators Ĵ i j (␥) and K i j (␥) in Eq. ͑1͒ such terms that ͑i͒ operate in the ã b excited states and/or ͑ii͒ connect a ground state with excited states of orbitals. For instance,
͓Here, the terms proportional to small numbers (r 1 Ϫr 2 ) and (r 2 Ϫr 3 ) are neglected.͔ We consider nearest-neighboring sites i and j. The local excitation energy to create an orbiton ã or b is denoted as ⌬ loc . It is reasonable to associate ⌬ loc with the ''center of gravity'' of the orbiton band that covers the energy window from ϳr 1 J SE to ϳ2r 1 J SE as obtained in Sec. V. Thus, we will consider ⌬ loc ϳ1.5r 1 J SE in our estimations, when we compare later on the results with experiment.
To obtain spin anisotropy interactions, it is convenient to work again in a rotated basis, applying transformation ͑19͒ also for the spins. The scalar product of NN spins in H SE is then expressed as
and
for the state I͑a͒. ͓For the state I͑b͒, matrices T for bonds a and b are equal and given by Eq. ͑76͔͒. Third-order perturbation with respect to H so and H SE gives a symmetric part of the spin anisotropy Hamiltonian H ani in a local coordinate:
Anisotropy constant A in Eq. ͑78͒ is given by the following expression:
͑80͒
Transformation of the spin operator from a local to global coordinates is expressed as S ជ i ϭR i R S ជ i . The matrices R i (i ϭ1,2,3, and 4͒ transforming spin coordinates at four sublattices are as follows:
͑81͒
Using this transformation, one obtains a symmetric anisotropy Hamiltonian defined in the global coordinate:
where M i j depends on the NN bond. For 1-3 ͑2-4͒ bonds along the c axis, M 13(24) is given by
The interaction matrices for NN spins on a,b bonds have similar structure:
Symmetric anisotropy interactions can be classified according to cubic invariants: there are terms of e g and t 2g symmeties, generated by diagonal and nondiagonal elements of the matrices M i j , correspondingly. For convenience, we show the interactions for the state I͑a͒ in Fig. 10 and Fig.  11͑a͒ , in which bond dependence, direction of spins, and the scale of individual anisotropy terms are shown. The e g symmetry anisotropy in the Fig. 10͑a͒ has been discussed in Ref. 13 under the name of ''cubic'' anisotropy in context of magnon gap in LaTiO 3 . A remarkable feature of this interaction is its intrinsic frustrations: namely, treated classically, it acquires a rotational symmetry in spin sector, resulting in an infinite degeneracy of classical states. An accidental pseudoGoldstone mode, which appears in classical limit, can acquire finite gap by quantum fluctuations only. In the present orbital ordered states, the symmetry is lowered compared with the orbital liquid state in LaTiO 3 . Thus, additional terms are generated as shown in Figs. 10͑b͒ and 11͑a͒ . It is noticed that these terms have a similar frustrated nature: summed over all the bonds, they cancel each other exactly. Thus, only a small gap is expected from these interactions.
Physically, the structure of anisotropy interactions is determined by local correlations of the angular momentum, and can therefore be traced back to noncollinear arrangements of these correlations shown in Fig. 2͑a͒ . For instance, the leading, ''cubic'' term ͓see Fig. 10͑a͔͒ reflects that l y components are correlated ferromagnetically along the c axis, while l z (l x ) components are parallel along a ͑b͒ axes.
In the state I͑b͒, the leading anisotropy interaction in the ab plane is given by ϪS i z S j z and that along the c direction is obtained to be ϪS i y S j y ͓as can easily be seen also from Fig.  2͑b͔͒ . The number of bonds with anisotropic interaction ϪS i z S j z is two times larger than that with ϪS i y S j y . This breaks the rotational symmetry in a spin sector even in the classical limit, and generates a large magnon gap ⌬ mag ϭ 7 4 ͱ2SA.
Antisymmetric DM interaction appears in a second order perturbation theory as a combined effect of H SE and H so . The remarkable feature of the orbital state I is that leading terms in SE interactions, which are proportional to (r 1 ϩr 2 ) in Eq. ͑2͒, do not contribute to the DM interaction. That is because of the classical expectation value of A i j in Eqs. ͑4͒ and ͑8͒ vanishes in our orbital states. Rather, much smaller Hund's coupling terms proportional to the small number (r 1 Ϫr 2 ) only give rise to DM interaction. This feature contrasts with that in the orbital state reported in Refs. 15,23-26, in which a large DM interaction is present ͑see Appendix E͒.
After somewhat tedious but straightforward calculations one obtains the following interaction between NN sites:
Here, the matrix Ñ (c) reads as
and the interaction constant D is obtained as follows:
Transforming the local spin axes to the global ones, one arrives at the following DM interaction:
with d ជ i j ϭ␣ i Ј . Here, ␣ i is the unit vector parallel to one of local axes (x i , y i , and z i ) which is perpendicular to the i-j bond direction and antiparallel to its counterpart at site j ͓see ready discussed in the preceding section. This allows us to exclude the orbital ordering structure I͑b͒ from possible candidates for YTiO 3 , although we do not know precisely which kind of lattice distortions favor state I͑a͒ over configuration I͑b͒.
Contributions from the other terms. Anisotropy of e g (x 2 Ϫy 2 ) symmetry ͓see Fig. 10͑b͔͒ can be analyzed similarly; we find that it also supports an easy magnetization axis along one of the cubic axes, say ͓001͔. Its contribution to the magnon gap, ⌬ mag ϭ6( 2 R/zJӍ0.014 meV, is smaller than that of the cubic term, as expected.
Once the ͓001͔ direction is chosen as the direction of uniform moment, spin anisotropy terms of t 2g symmetry and DM interactions give rise to spin cantings as shown in Figs. 11͑a͒ and 11͑b͒. The canting angle is given by Ϸ(3/2ͱ2)(A/4J)Ӎ0.1 rad for t 2g symmetric anisotropy in-teraction, and Ϸͱ2(D/4J)Ӎ0.07 rad for the antisymmetric DM interaction. ͓DM interaction constant DϷ0.57 meV is estimated from Eq. ͑87͔͒. These values are within the experimental canting angles Ӎ0.17 rad. 10 Finally, contributions of t 2g symmetric anisotropy and DM interactions to the magnon gap ⌬ mag are estimated as Ϸ4JS 2 (t 2g )ϳ0.05 meV and Ϸ4JS 2 (DM )ϳ0.03 meV, correspondingly; these numbers are rather small again. It should be noticed that a more quantitative analysis of the problem, in particular the precise structure of the spin canting pattern, requires consideration of all the anisotropy terms on equal footing, which will be presented elsewhere.
To summarize this section, we have obtained spin anisotropy interactions induced by the spin-orbit coupling, and considered their effects on spin-wave spectra. Because of high symmetry of the orbital ordering, particularly in the quadrupole ordered state I͑a͒, magnon dispersion is found to have cubic symmetry, magnon gap is small, and there are small cantings of spins away from the c axis. All these observations are consistent with experiment.
VII. ORBITAL CONTRIBUTION TO THE RESONANT X-RAY SCATTERING
We turn to the discussion of further experiments which may help to verify the proposed orbital state in YTiO 3 . First, we consider the resonant x-ray scattering, which has proven to be a useful method in the study of orbital order symmetry. 31, 32 The following section will be devoted to possible ways of detecting orbital excitations.
We focus on the orbital state I͑a͒ ͓which is the most plausible candidate as discussed in previous sections͔. While the exchange bonds in this state are the same ͑important for the isotropy of spin waves͒, a local symmetry is lower than a cubic one ͓see Fig. ͑4͔͒ . Thus, orbital order may induce spatial modulations of the level structure of an excited photoelectron in p states via the so-called Coulomb mechanism. 32 This may lead to additional weak reflections at orbital ordering vectors. Predictions of our theory for such an experiment are as follows. Orbital order shown in Fig. 4͑I͒ is identified as a three-component quadrupole ordering of t 2g symmetry, T ␣ (q ជ ) with ␣ϭx,y,z. Each component has its own propagation vector: namely,
where q ជ 1 ϭ(,0,), q ជ 2 ϭ(,,0), and q ជ 3 ϭ(0,,). As order parameter Q is strongly suppressed by quantum fluctuations (QӍ0.19, see Sec. III B͒, we obtain that each component has only a small amplitude, giving ͉T ␣ ͉ 2 ϳ0.016. This implies that the corresponding anomalous Bragg intensity is at least 60 times weaker compared with the classical orbital orderings. It might therefore be very difficult to single out this contribution. However, new azimuthal () and scattering ( s ) angular dependencies of an additional intensity, which should show up below T orb , may help to identify order symmetry. For (,,0) ͓͑100͒ in orthorhombic notations͔ scattering these dependences are obtained as follows
for -Ј polarization ͑see Ref. 31 for notations͒, and
for -Ј polarization. ͑Azimuthal angle ϭ0 corresponds to the configuration in which the diffraction plane is parallel to the c axis.͒ Scattering intensities at q ជ 1 and q ជ 3 ͑which are contributed by T x and T z components, respectively͒ can be obtained from symmetry considerations. It is still a controversial issue whether the resonant x-ray scattering, observed in YTiO 3 , 26 is related to orbital order or lattice distortions ͑see Refs. 17,26,33͒. Either way, we expect that the orbital order contribution, if present, must be temperature dependent reflecting orbital order/disorder transition, as in the case of manganites with strong orbital order. Therefore, a careful analysis of the T dependence of reflections at orbital ordering vectors is desirable.
Above discussion brings us to the problem of the orbital ordering temperature in YTiO 3 . Thus far, there are no reports on the orbital ordering temperature in YTiO 3 ͑weak structural change at spin ordering temperature 26 is only an indirect indication͒. In our SE-model picture, we expect that this transition should occur at low temperatures only, and we suspect in fact that orbitals in YTiO 3 do order at ferromagnetic spin transition T C . This is because of the strong spin/ orbital coupling, and also because of frustrated nature of orbital-only model itself, which, as we have shown, may develop long-range order on a cubic lattice at zero temperature only. Lattice distortions that open a finite orbital gap allow finite-temperature transition, but this cannot occur much above the ferromagnetic transition, because of strong disorder introduced by spin fluctuations in the paramagnetic phase. In other words, orbital order and isotropic spin ferromagnetism are intimately connected, supporting each other. Physically, this implies that short-range ferromagnetic correlations are of vital importance for orbital ordering, and vice versa.
A quantitative description of the finite-temperature behavior of a realistic spin-orbital model is complicated. We may give only very rough estimation for the orbital ordering temperature based on a mean-field picture. As we are going to ignore fluctuations completely, this estimation should be regarded as an upper limit, which we would like to know. To this end, we consider a spin paramagnetic phase and set ͗S ជ i
•S ជ j ͘ϭ0 in Eq. ͑1͒, neglect in the orbital interactions A i j (␥) in Eq. ͑23͒ all the terms except those which contain an emerging quadrupole order parameter. This leads to
͑98͒
From Eq. ͑98͒ we obtain T orb ϭ 1 6 ͑in units of r 1 J SE ), which, including the Ti-O-Ti bond angle (Ӎ142 deg) correction for YTiO 3 , reads as
On the other hand, spin ordering ͑mean-field͒ temperature is T C ϭ 3 2 ͉J͉, with JӍϪ0.03(r 1 J SE (0) ) given in Eq. ͑73͒. Both T orb and T C should, of course, be reduced by fluctuations ͑indeed, with J expt ϭϪ2.75 meV, 10 one obtains mean-field T C Ӎ48 K instead of observed 27 K͒, so it makes more sense to consider their ratio, which is
For T C ϳ25-30 K ͑which is sample dependent͒, this gives an upper estimation T orb ϳ55-70 K. We would like to think that local orbital order, accompanied by short-range ferromagnetic correlations, starts to develop at these temperatures. In fact, the presence of such correlations in YTiO 3 below ϳ50-60 K has been reported from several experiments: ͑i͒ sharp drop in NMR relaxation rate, which has been speculated in terms of orbital ordering, 34 ͑ii͒ electron spinresonance line shape changes from typical paramagnetic signal to the ferromagnetic one, 35 ͑iii͒ weak quasielastic magnetic scattering is observed above T C .
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VIII. ANGULAR MOMENTUM FLUCTUATIONS: DYNAMICAL MAGNETIC SUSCEPTIBILITY
In this section, we would like to calculate orbital contribution to the inelastic neutron-scattering intensity. The point is that t 2g orbitals are magnetically active, as their angular momentum may directly couple to the neutrons. Of course, there is a contribution also in nonmagnetic channels: The orbital quadrupole moment is coupled to the phonons, and hence single or double orbiton ͑depending on the structure of this coupling͒ may be excited by neutrons indirectly via lattice vibrations. We focus on the magnetic scattering, and calculate orbital angular momentum dynamical susceptibility. If the t 2g orbital level is split up by strong lattice distortions, one would expect just a local, crystal-field transitions. In SE-driven orbital picture, advocated in this paper, angular momentum fluctuatios are however of the collective nature. Thus, we expect momentum selected ͑though strongly damped͒ transitions, forming broad bands.
A. Quadrupole order
Consider first local angular momentum susceptibility loc () in the quadrupole ordered state. It is defined as
and its imaginary part describes spectral shape of the momentum-integrated inelastic neutron-scattering cross section.
In a linear orbital wave approximation, the imaginary part of loc () at Ͼ0 is given by
͑102͒
In order to account for a finite gap induced in the orbital sector by lattice distortions ͑see Sec. V͒, we use hereafter Eq. ͑66͒ for the orbital excitation spectrum. The numerical result for loc Љ () is presented in Fig. 12 . The sharp structure about W orb ͑taken as an energy scale in the figure͒ is related to the orbiton band-edge effects, which should go away when damping effects are properly taken into account.
We turn now to the momentum dependence of dynamical susceptibility, (q ជ ,)ϭ͗ l ជ q ជ • l ជ Ϫq ជ ͘ . This quantity determines a dynamical structure factor, which at Tϭ0 is given by
A noncollinear, four sublattice orbital order leads to the following structure for (q ជ ,):
Here, the orbital ordering vectors
for the state ͑a͒ and
for the state ͑b͒. The susceptibilities The sharp peak structure is expected to be smoothed by damping effects ͑not accounted for in the present study͒, as indicated by the broken line.
are defined in a rotated basis given by the transformation in Eq. ͑19͒. We calculate these susceptibilities in a linear orbital-wave approximation. The imaginary part of ␣ (q ជ ,) at Ͼ0 is obtained as
where A 1 ϭB 1 ϭ1/2, A 2 ϭϪB 2 ϭ␥ 2 /2, and A 3 ϭϪB 3 ϭ␥ 3 /2. Numerical results for S(q ជ ,) in the state I͑a͒ are shown in Fig. 13 . An intensive hot spot at momentum q ជ ϭ(,,) at energies about orbiton gap, and flat dispersions at (,,q z ) direction are noticed. The rather complicated multiband structure has its origin in noncollinear nature of the underlying orbital ordering, characterized by a several ordering vectors. ͓In the state I͑b͒, which has different ordering vectors q ជ i , S(q ជ ,) shows different energy-momentum structure ͑not shown͔͒. The energy scale for orbital fluctuations (ϳW orb ϳ2r 1 J SE ) is much larger than magnon energies. This is because of strong cancellation of ferromagnetic and AF contributions to the spin-exchange integral J ͑see Sec. VI A͒, resulting in rather small magnon bandwidth ͑which is only a fraction of r 1 J SE ). Therefore, magnon excitations are expected to be well defined, since they are located within the orbital gap. As for the high-energy orbital excitations, we expect strong damping effects stemming from nonlinear couplings between orbital waves themselves, and also from the dynamical coupling between spin and orbital fluctuations. These effects should in fact relax momentum resolution and smooth away sharp structures obtained in Fig. 13 by using undamped orbital waves.
B. Orbital magnetic state
For completeness, we also give equations for the magnetic response of the magnetically ordered state of orbitals. In contrast to the quadrupole ordering, this state gives rise to static Bragg peaks of orbital origin. These peaks are located at orbital ordering vectors q ជ i ͓Eqs. ͑105͒ and ͑106͔͒:
and their intensity is determined by the orbital magnetic order parameter m l ϭ0.19 ͓Eq. ͑38͔͒. The dynamical susceptibility (q ជ ,) is given by the same form as Eq. ͑104͒ with 1,2,3 (q ជ ,) having the same definitions given by Eqs. ͑107͒. In the orbital magnetic state, these susceptibilities are obtained as follows:
IX. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
In this paper we investigated a spin-orbital superexchange Hamiltonian in a Mott insulator with t 2g 1 electron configuration, focusing mainly on the orbital order and dynamics in the spin ferromagnetic state. An important feature of the Hamiltonian in the spin polarized state is the large frustration of orbital states, thus the ground state is governed by the interplay between orbital frustration and quantum fluctuations. On the classical level, there is a local Z 2 symmetry which leads to an infinite degeneracy of classical configurations. Long-range orbital order does occur in the model by a quantum order-from-disorder mechanism, which selects a particular ordering patterns. Orbital orderings are quite unusual having highly noncollinear four sublattice structure, and provide the same spin couplings in all cubic directions.
Besides classical local Z 2 symmetry which is removed by quantum dynamics, there are exact conservation laws in the orbital Hamiltonian. They are related to the conservation of orbital quantum numbers in the SE process, and lead to a multitude of degenerate quantum ground states which can smoothly be connected to each other by phase rotations of the complex orbital order parameter. Such continuous rotations generate orbital Goldstone modes, which have 2D dispersion because of planar geometry of t 2g orbitals. As a result, static orbital order sets in at zero temperature only. Degenerate quantum ground states are physically different: depending on the phase of the orbital condensate, they describe quadrupole or magnetic orderings or their coherent FIG. 13 . ͑Color online͒. Intensity of the orbital contribution to the magnetic structure factor S(q ជ ,) ͓Eq. ͑103͔͒ in the quadrupole ordered state I͑a͒. Energy is given in units of W orb defined by Eq. ͑67͒. A finite orbital excitation gap due to symmetry-breaking terms ͑see for details Sec. V͒ is taken into account according to Eq. ͑66͒ with parameters f ϭ0.086 and ϭ0. 18. mixture. Extrinsic perturbations, e.g., lattice distortions or spin-orbit interactions may remove the degeneracy and fix the phase of the condensate. Reflecting the large quantum fluctuations, the orbital order parameter is unusually small.
We found that the orbitally ordered ferromagnetic state is slightly higher in energy than the spin-AF orbital liquid state. This is because the latter state gains an additional quantum energy from coupled spin-orbital fluctuations. To explain ferromagnetism of YTiO 3 , we emphasized the role played by Ti-O-Ti bond angle distortion. This distortion favors ferrostate by generating an unfrustrated ferromagnetic SE interaction via virtual hopping of electrons between NN t 2g and e g orbitals. Even more importantly, the bond distortion eliminates orbital soft modes and opens a large orbital gap, such that orbital order becomes stable at finite temperature. This distortion stabilizes the quadrupole ordered state.
The strong competition between AF to F states in the present model has direct relevance to nearly continuous transition between these states observed in titanates. In these compounds, A-site substitution from La to Y increases the Ti-O-Ti bond distortion, hence changing gradually a delicate balance between AF and F states. Because of the orbital fluctuations, spin-exchange integral on every link experiences strong fluctuations, both in amplitude and in sign, and the system may develop either an AF or F state depending on local orbital correlations. In this picture of ''fluctuating exchange bonds,'' the magnetic transition temperatures T N and T C represent only a time averaged static component of the spin couplings. Its value is only a fraction of full superexchange energy scale, and can gradually be tuned by external forces such as lattice distortion, pressure, etc. We think that weak orbital order may continuously evolve in titanates when the bond angle decreases below a certain critical value, and propose the phase diagram shown in Fig. 14. The sign of the time-averaged spin coupling depends on a local correlation of orbitals. To the right of the critical point orbital correlations are more antiferromagnetic, supported by noncollinear orbital orderings. To the left, the genuine ground state of the t 2g superexchange, an orbital disordered state supporting spin AF is stabilized. In the proximity area, a fluctuating part of the overall superexchange interaction dominates, and separation of the spin and orbital degrees of freedom might no longer be possible. This scenario can be tested experimentally by investigating the spin and orbital transition temperatures under high pressure and magnetic field. On the theoretical side, a quantitative description of the transition between ferromagnetic and AF states, controlled by orbital orderdisorder transition, remains an interesting and challenging problem.
Further, in order to discuss the recent spin-wave data in YTiO 3 , we derived the low-energy spin Hamiltonian by including a relativistic spin-orbit coupling and lattice distortions that induce the orbiton gap. Using this Hamiltonian, we calculated the magnon gap and found that it is very small because of high symmetry of the underlying orbital order. Both the real and the spin space isotropy of the spin-wave spectra observed experimentally find natural explanations within the proposed theory.
We also calculated the orbital contribution to resonant x-ray intensity and to dynamical magnetic structure factor. Predictions made should be helpful in further experimental study of titanates.
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APPENDIX A: BOND DEPENDENCE OF QUADRUPOLE MOMENT OPERATORS
In this appendix, we present the explicit expressions for 
Interband orbiton transitions are represented by a second term in Eq. ͑D3͒. To obtain M and , one should just replace q ជ Ј → Ϫ q ជ Ј in the above equations. ͑This also leads to 1q ជ Ј → 2q ជ Ј in and r). One can verify that the function ␦ p ជ has a cubic symmetry in a momentum space. This property is guaranteed by the high symmetry of the underlying orbital order in any level of approximations. The longer-range, next-NN spin couplings might, of course, be dynamically generated by orbital fluctuations. We show the numerical result for magnon renormalization ␦ p ជ in Fig. 15 . For magnon dispersion in Eq. ͑D3͒ we used ͉J͉ϭ0.03(r 1 J SE (0) )Ӎ0.05(r 1 J SE ) as obtained from Eq. ͑73͒, while orbiton dispersion is calculated with ϭ1.41 which gives orbiton gap Ӎr 1 J SE . As estimated in the main text, such a gap would be induced by nondiagonal hopping To see a deviation of the magnon remormalization ␦ from the NN Heisenberg form, broken line shows a function 3(␦J)(1 Ϫ␥ 1q ជ ) with ␦Jϭ0.2. It is noticed that ␦J is indeed close to ␦J e f f ϭ2/9 obtained in the main text for the reduction of NN spin couplings. Slight deviations from simple NN model are however visible; in particular, a stronger softening at the () point is seen. By a numerical fitting, these deviations can be traced back to the appearance of longer-range ferromagnetic couplings J 2 ϭϪ0.003, J 3 ϭ0, and J 4 ϭϪ0.007 ͑all in units of r 1 J SE ). This is understood due to longer range orbital singlet correlations along the cubic directions, as J 4 corresponds to a ferromagnetic coupling between secondnearest-neighbor spins along cubic axes. In principle, these corrections could be observable as a slight enhancement of the ratio of small momentum spin stiffness to full magnon bandwidth as compare to the NN Heisenberg model. We should notice however that more quantitative predictions are not possible at the present stage of the theory for rather obvious reason: A dynamical spin-orbital interaction is strong ͑with the coupling constant being of the order of 1͒, so a more elaborate treatment is needed to quantify the strongly correlated model under consideration.
APPENDIX E: EXAMINATION OF SPIN INTERACTIONS IN THE PREVIOUS ORBITAL MODELS FOR YTiO 3
In this appendix, we examine the magnetic interactions in the orbital state previously reported in Refs. 15, [23] [24] [25] [26] The exchange interactions are presented as functions of in Fig. 16 for different values of n c . The ''meeting'' points, where J (c) ϭJ (ab) , are shown by circles for each n c . One finds that the isotropy point for the state with n c ϭ0.5 ͑sug- gested in Refs. 15,23͒ is right at the border ϭ0, but the exchange coupling is of the AF sign there. For larger n c one may obtain the isotropy point with F coupling, but this requires too large values of . Moreover, the meeting point is extremely sensitive to both and n c and requires fine tuning. As shown in the inset of Fig. 16 , the J (ab) /J (c) ratio drastically changes even at a small ͑just within Ϯ5%) variation of n c , and may even reverse the sign.
Spin anisotropy interactions. Next, we investigate the effects of spin anisotropy interactions in the state, Eq. ͑E1͒. We denote the occupied orbital state described by wave functions in Eq. ͑E1͒ by ␣, while the lowest unoccupied state is called ␤. The state ␤ has wave function which is a counterpart of that for a ␣ state; e.g., ͉ 1 ͘ϭ ͱ1Ϫn c ͉d xy ͘ Ϫͱn c ͉d xz ͘ on site 1. Level separation between ␣ and ␤ is introduced as ⌬ ␣␤ . Active components of the angular momenta at sites 1, 3 and 2, 4 are l x and l y , respectively. These are expressed in terms of orbital doublet operators as follows:
which has a chance to explain the J (c) ϭJ (ab) property, giving isotropic spin coupling J about Ϫ0.1J SE at ϭ0.24 ͑see By minimizing classical energy of DM and isotropic Heisenberg interactions, we find that spins cant away from the c axis by an angle ϳD (ab) /3ͱ2Jϳ3.5(/⌬ ␣␤ ). Also, within a linear spin-wave theory we estimate a magnon gap generated by symmetric anisotropy and DM interactions as ͱ3Ã Sϳ9.5(/⌬ ␣␤ ) 2 ͉J͉ and 4S͉J͉ 2 ϳ25(/⌬ ␣␤ ) 2 ͉J͉, correspondingly. With Ӎ19 meV and ͉J͉Ӎ2.75 meV, we obtain that the ratio (/⌬ ␣␤ ) must be less than 0.05-0.06 in order to be consistent with the observed canting angle (ϳ0.17 rad) and an upper limit for the gap (ϳ0.3 meV). Thus, the splitting of the lowest orbital doublet ⌬ ␣␤ should be at least about 300 meV. However, this is hard to reconcile with almost equal four short Ti-O bonds in titanates suggesting an almost degenerate doublet picture.
Based on the above analysis, we think that the orbital state ͑E1͒ predicted by band structure calculations is not supported by recent neutron-scattering experiments in YTiO 3 .
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This is perhaps not really surprising, as a Mott insulator with orbital degeneracy represents a strongly correlated system, which is difficult to address in a framework of weakly interacting electrons. *Present address: Department of Physics, Columbia University,
